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Introduc;on	
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Outline:	Overview	of	the	Higgs	h(125)	properDes	

• 		Mass															

• 		Spin/Parity	
• 		Couplings	

In	short:	
• 	July	2012	observa;on	of	a	new	par;cle	
• 	Followed	by	combined	measurements	of		
			the	proper;es		

What	we	have:	

• 	up	to	4.7	S-1	data	@	7	TeV,	20.3	S-1	data	@	8	TeV,	3.2	S-1	@	13	TeV			

• 	Width	

• 	Cross	sec;ons		
• 	Early	Run-2	ATLAS	results	

ATLAS+CMS	combined	results	in	back-up	(ATLAS-CONF-2015-044)	



Higgs	produc;on	modes		
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• 	ggF:	dominant	produc;on	mode	

• 	VBF:	signature	is	Higgs	plus	2	high-pt	jets	with	large	rapidity-gap	
• 	WH:	Higgs	plus	one	lepton	missing	transverse	energy	or	hadrons	

• 	ZH:	Higgs	plus	two	leptons,	hadrons	or	missing	transverse	energy	

• 	b-barH:	Higgs	plus	hadronic	or	leptonic	decays	of	associated	b-bar	pairs	
• 	Off-shell-H:	H*	in	the	mass	range	above	2*mV		with		V=W,Z	

ATLAS-CONF-2015-044	



Higgs	decay	modes	
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• 		H->ZZ*:	very	clean	channel	but	low	sta;s;c	in		
																		Z->ll	final	state	(BR=2.73±0.11%	)	

• 		H->yy	:	simple	final	state	but	low	branching	ra;o		
																	(BR=0.228±0.011%)	

• 		H->WW*:	broad	sensi;vity,	low	mass	resolu;on		
																						(BR=22.0±0.9%)	

• 		VH->bb-bar	&	H->ττ:			allow	to	probe	fermions	coupling	but	challenging		
																																														backgrounds	(BR=57.1±1.9%	resp	6.26±0.35%)	

• 	H->Zγ	&	H->μμ:	very	low	BR,		BR=0.157±0.014	resp.	BR=0.022±0.001																																						
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of	channels	and	references	



Higgs	Mass	Measurement	
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• 	Higgs	mass	only	unknown	parameter	in	the	SM	

• 	Use	the	two	channels	with	best	mass	resolu;on:	

• 	Measurement	in	the	two	channels	is	model	
				independent	(produc;on	mode,	spin,..)	

• 		Ra;o	of	the	cross	sec;ons	of	different	produc;on	modes	fixed	to	SM	values		

• 	Combina;on:	use	profile	likelihood	ra;o	Λ(mH)		

						mh=	125.36	±	0.37	(stat)	±	0.18	(syst)	GeV	

• 	Measurement	of	mγγ	and	m4l		compa;ble	at	level	of	2σ	

• 	Main	uncertain;es:	photon	and	lepton	energy	scales,	
																																						lepton	momentum	scale,	sta;s;cs	(4l)	

Values	used	in	spin	
	and	coupling	studies.		

m4l	=	124.51	±	0.52	(stat)	±	0.06	(syst)	GeV	

myy	=	125.98	±	0.42	(stat)	±	0.28	(syst)	GeV				

Phys.	Rev.	D.	90,	052004	(2014)	



Spin	and	Parity	Measurement	
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• 	In	the	SM	the	Higgs	boson	is	a	spin-0	CP-even	par;cle:	JPSM	=	0+				

• 	Test	hypothesis:	JP	=	0-,	0+h	,	2+	(for	3	different	choices	of	QCD		coupling)	
• 	EFT	approach	used	for	the	interac;on	between	the	resonance	and	the	SM	V	

• 	H->γγ	:	-	sensi;ve	to	spin-2	hypothesis,	exclude	spin-1	(Landau-Yang	theorem)	
																-	use	pTyy	and	di-photon	angle	in	Colin-Soper	frame	|cos(θ*)|		

• 	H->WW*->eνμν:	-	sensi;ve	to	spin-0	and-2	hypothesis	
																								-		ΔΦ(ll),	m(ll),	pT(ll)	mT	combined	in	BDT					
																							-	resul;ng	BDT	is	used	in	likelihood	fit	

• 	H->ZZ*->4l:		-	sensi;ve	to	all	spin/parity	hypotheses	
																											-	decay	and	produc;on	angles	
																										-	resul;ng	BDT	is	used	in	likelihood	fit		

Eur.Phys.J.	C75	
	(2015)	476		

κq	=	κg	universal	coupling	
κq	=	0		low	light	q	frac;ons	(pTγγ		<	125,	300		GeV)	
κq	=	2κg	low		frac;ons	frac;ons	(pTγγ		<	125,	300	GeV)	



Spin	and	Parity	Results	
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• 	The	test	sta;s;c	q	̃	based	on	a	ra;o	of	profiled	likelihoods	
			for	SM	JPSM	=	0+	and	alterna;ve	JPAlt	with	Jpalt	=	(0-,	0+h,2+)	

• 	p-value	out	of	q	̃	(via	MC	pseudo-experiments)		and				
		exclusion	of	alterna;ve	hypothesis	using	modified	CLs:	

• 	Performed	also	studies	of	CP-mixing	and		tensor		
	 structure	of	interac;on	HVV		in	spin-0	hypothesis	
• 	Fit	to	data	the	ra;o	of	couplings	KSM,	KAVV	,	KHVV		
		 and	mixing	angle	α	

• 	Observed	distribu;ons	are	compa;ble	with	SM	

• 	Constraint	on	BSM	tensor	couplings	set	at	95%	C.L.	

• 	Test	of	CP	Invariance	in	vector-boson	fusion		
		produc;on	in	H->	ττ	(arXiv:1602.04516)	 Tested	alternaDve	h	

Hypotheses	rejected			
at	>	99.9%	CL		

Eur.Phys.J.	C7	(2015)	476		



Decay	Signal	Strength	
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• 	Decay	signal	strength:	μf	=	(σ*BR)obs/(σ*BR)SM	

• 	Assump;on:		
	-	Higgs	SM-like	(pT	and	y-distribu;ons	assumed									
to	be	as	in	SM)	

	-	SM	rela;ve	ra;os	of	produc;on	modes		

• 	Largest	systema;c	from	background	
es;ma;ons	in	single	decays	

• 	Likelihood	fits	to	the	data	for	decay-
dependent	μf	(independent	of	σi)	

• 	Combining	all	μf-measurements:	

(Consistent	with	the	SM	expecta;on			
	with	a	p-value	of	18%	)	

No	sensi;vity	to	Zγ	and	μμ		
decays	yet	

arXiv:1507.04548		



Produc;on	Signal	Strength	
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• 	Produc;on	signal	strength:		μi	=	σobs/σSM	
		corresponding	to:	μggF,	μVBF,	μVH	and	μ&H	

• 	Assump;on:	SM	values	for	the	ra;os	
		of	the	BR	of	different	Higgs	decays	

• 	bH	needs	more	data	to	be	firmly	
				established	

• 	Can	divide	into	bosonic	and	fermionic	
	produc;on	signal	strengths:	μVBF+VH			μggF+bH	

• 	Probe	rela;ve	produc;on	cross	sec;on	for	
all	decay	channels	combined:			

R=	μVBF+VH	/		μggF+bH	=	0.96+0.43-0.31	
arXiv:1507.04548		
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Couplings	Tests	
• 	Basic	assump;ons:	
		-	Signal	in	different	channels	originated	from	single	resonance	at	m	=125.36	GeV		

-			width	of	the	Higgs	is	neglected	(narrow-width	approx.)	
						for	decoupling	of	produc;on	and	decay			

- 		same	tensor	structure	of	the	SM	Higgs	boson,	allow	only	for	modifica;on	of	the								
								coupling	strength		

- 		Loop	induced	processes	expressed		in	terms	of	more	fundamental	SM	par;cles												
including	all	interference	effects	

- ->	Devia;on	from	SM	predic;ons	with	mul;plica;ve	modifiers	K	for	produc;on	cross			
sec;on	(σi),	par;al	width	of	decay	(	Γ	f)	and	total	decay	width	(ΓH)	or	their	ra;os	λ:	

							σi	=	κi2	*	σiSM							Γf	=	κf2	*	ΓfSM						ΓH	(κj2)	=	(κH2	(κj)	*	ΓHSM)/(1-BRi.u.)	

• 	Assume	BSM	contribu;ons	in:	

			-		the	total	decay	width	allowing	(invisible	or	undetected	par;cles	via	BRi.u)	
			-		loops	induced	processes	with	coupling	modifiers	(κg,	κy,	,κZγ	)	if	BSM	par;cle	allowed	



Fermions	vs	Bosons	Couplings	
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• 	Fit	parameters	are	the	universal	coupling	
		scale	factors	(only	SM	par;cles,	BRu.i=0):	
										κV		=	κW	=	κZ				and			κF	=	κt	=	κb	=	κτ	=	κμ		

Best	Fit	values:	KV	=	1.09	±	0.07		KF	=	1.11	±	0.16		

2-d	compa;bility	with	SM	hypothesis:	41%		
(back-up:	probing	rela;on	in	fermionic	sector)	

arXiv:1507.04548		

• 	More	generic	model	by	fi�ng	independently:	
					κW,κZ,	κt	,	κb	,	κτ	,	κμ		
• 	Only	SM	par;cles	in	loop	and	BRu.i=0		

• 	Fit	the	reduces	coupling	strength	scale	factors	

as	func;on	of	par;cle	mass	(agreement	with	SM)	



Generic	Models	
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• 	Free	parameters	are:	κW	,	κZ	,	κt	,	κb	,		κτ	,	and	κμ.	

• 	Allow	BSM	contribu;on	in	loop	and	total	width	
->	Add		κg	,	κγ	and	BRi.,u.	for	new	non-SM	decays	

• 	ΓH	(κj2)	=	(κH2	(κj)	*	ΓHSM)/(1-BRi.u.)		
not	experimentally	precisely	constrained	at	LHC		
->	make	assump;on	on	ΓH	(κj2)	:	

-		BRi.,u	=	0:	no	new	BSM	decays	

- 	κV	<	1:		(less	strong)	h	should	solve	unitarity	in	VBS	
- 		κon	=	κoff		constraint	on	ΓH	from	off-shell	measurement	

• 	With	assump;on	κV	<	1	and	κon	=	κoff:	

									BRi.u.	<	0.49	(0.68)	 CompaDbility	of	fits	with	SM	hypoth.	
																					is:			73%			80%				57%	



Width	Measurement	
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Direct	measurement	(Phys.	Rev.	D.	90,	052004	(2014))	
• 	Assump;on:	no	interference	with	the	SM	background	processes	

• 	ΓH	derived	from	fits	to	the	mass	peak	in	H->γγ	and	H->ZZ*->4l	(ΓHSM	~	4.1	MeV)	

• 	ΓHγγ	<	5.0	GeV		and	ΓHZZ*	<	2.6	GeV			(exp:6.2	GeV)			at	95%	CL	

Limit	via	off-shell	producDon	(Eur.	Phys.	J.	C	(2015)	75:335)	
• 	High	mass	off-peak	region	(	>	2*mV)	in	H->VV	is	sensi;ve	to	Higgs	off-shell	produc;on		
			and	background	interference	effects,	use	gg->H(*)→	WW→eνμν,	gg->H(*)→	ZZ→4l/2l2ν		

• 		Assume:	relevant	Higgs	boson	couplings	independent	of	the	energy	scale	of	the	
																		Higgs	produc;on			
• 	Only	signal	strength	μon-shell	depends	on		ΓH/ΓH	SM			-	>	assuming	iden;cal	off-shell	

		and	on-shell	boson	coupling	scale	factor:				μoff-shell(s)	/μon-shell		=	ΓH	/	ΓH	SM		

• 	Upper	limit	range:	ΓH/	ΓH	SM		<			4.5-7.5		(exp:	6.5-11.2)	at	95%	CL	
	Range	from	varying	the	unknown	gg->VV	background	k-factor	from	higher	order	QCD	
	correc;ons	(0.5x	and	2x	known	signal	k-factor)	



Total	and	Differen;al	Cross	Sec;on	
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• 	Differen;al	cross-sec;ons	for	quan;;es	sensi;ve	to	various	theore;cal	
			effects:	pTH,|yH|	(QCD	modeling	in	ggF),	Njet,	pTj1	(partonic	radia;on	in	ggF)	

• 		Combine	event	yields	measured	in	the	H	→	γγ	and	H	→	ZZ*	→	4l	

• 	Sta;s;cal	uncertain;es	dominates	all	resul;ng	distribu;ons	(25%-75%)	

• 	Distribu;on	more	model-dependent	than	in	single	channel	(see	back-up	slide)	

Larger	σHTOT		and	pTH		

	and	more	associated	jet		
w.r.t	SM	predic;ons	

Phys.	Rev.	Lem.	115		
(2015)	091801		

• 	Differen;al	distribu;ons	in	H->γγ	used	to	constraint	non-SM	tensor			
structure	of	the	Higgs’s	interac;on	in	EFT	lagrangian	(see	back	up)	



Early	Run-2	h(125)	results	
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• 	Luminosity	of	3.2	S-1	at	13	TeV	not		
	enough	to	reach	Run-1	sensi;vity	for	h(125)	

• 	ATLAS	performed	fiducial	cross-sec;on		
	measurements	in	4l	and	γγ	channels	
	(1.4σ	(obs)	3.4σ	(exp.)	combined	sensi;vity)		

ATLAS-CONF-2015-069	

ATLAS-CONF-2015-059	

ATLAS-CONF-2015-060	



Search	for	Higgs	pair	produc;on	
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• 	Search	for	both	resonant	(BSM)	and		
	non-resonant	(SM)	pairs	of	higgs	(hh)	

• 	Final	state	γγbb-bar	with	enhanced	BR		
		(bb-bar)	and	clean	signature	(γγ)	

• 	Event	selec;on	using	cut	on:	mγγ	(analysis	dep.)	
	95<	mbb<135	GeV	and		275	<	mX	<	400	GeV	

• 	Background	from	side-band	regions	using	fit	
	resp.	coun;ng	approach	with	efficiencies	

• 	Upper	limits	on	the	produc;on	cross	sec;on	are	derived	from	pseudo-	
		experiment	assuming	SM	BR:	

Non-resonant:		σhh		<	3.9	pb	at	95%	CL	

Resonant:			σhh		<	7.5	pb	(mX	=	275	GeV);		σhh	<	4.4	pb	(mX	=	400	GeV)	at		95%	CL	

ATLAS-CONF-2016-004	



Conclusions	
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RUN-1	DATA:	

• 	Direct	evidence	for	VBF	and	ggH	Higgs	produc;on	modes	

• 		Higgs	Mass		mh=	125.36	±	0.37	(stat)	±	0.18	(syst)	GeV	

• 		Non-SM	hypothesis	(JPSM	=	0+	)	tested	are	excluded	at	>	99.9%	CL		

• 		Combined	signal	strength:		

• 		Indirect	upper	limit	on	width	ra;o:				ΓH/ΓH	SM		<			4.5-7.5	at		95%CL	
	(Relevant	h	boson	couplings	independent	of	the	energy	scale	of	the	h	produc;on	)		

• 		Coupling	measurements	consistent	with	SM		

• 		No	BSM	decay	observed	

FIRST	RUN-2	DATA:	

• 	ATLAS	re-establish	analysis	for	h(125)	measurements	(H->ZZ*,	H->γγ,	σhTOT	)	

• 	Upper	limit	on	double-higgs	(SM	and	BSM)	produc;on	cross-sec;on	



EXTRA	MATERIAL	
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Differen;al	Cross	Sec;on	
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• 	Differen;al	σh	for	quan;;es	sensi;ve	to		
		various	theore;cal	effects	in:	H->yy,	H->ZZ*->4l		

• 	Fiducial	selec;on	chosen	to	minimize	model	
		-dependent	acceptance	effects	on	σmeas	

• 	Can	compare	to	theore;cal	predic;on		
	in	the	most	model	independent	way	

• 	Signal	yield	from	fit	to	m4l	,	mγγ		distribu;on	
	or	by	direct	background	event	subtrac;on		

• 	Unfold	measured	signal	yield	from	detector	
			effect	(inefficiencies	and	resolu;on)	

JHEP09(2014)112	

Physics	Lemers	B	738	(2014)	234-253	

No	significant	devia;on	from	
the		theore;cal	predic;ons		



EFT	Higgs	Studies	
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• 	Introduce	effec;ve	lagrangian	with	
		new	CP-even	and	CP-odd	interac;ons	

• 	New	tensor	structures	modify	shapes		
			of	Higgs	boson	kinema;c	distribu;on		
			and	associated	jet	spectra	

• 	The	parameters	are	probed	by	a		
		simultaneous	fit	of	5	differen;al		
	cross	sec;ons	in	H→γγ	at	@8TeV.		

• 	Sta;s;cal	correla;ons	between	bins	of			
	different	distribu;ons	are	es;mated	with		
“boostrapping”	technique	included	in	the	fit		

No	significant	devia9ons		
from	SM	are	observed.		

Input	data	compared	to	SM	hypothesis	
and	two	non-SM	hypothesis	(cg	,	cHW)	

Phys.Lem.	B753	(2016)	69-85		



Fermions	vs	Bosons	Couplings	
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• 	Fit	parameters	are	the	universal	coupling	
		scale	factors	(only	SM	par;cles,	Bru.i=0):	
										κV		=	κW	=	κZ				and			κF	=	κt	=	κb	=	κτ	=	κμ		

Best	Fit	values:	KV	=	1.09	±	0.07			KV	=	1.11	±	0.16		

2-d	compa;bility	of	the	SM	hypothesis	
	with	the	best-fit	point	is	41%		

• 	No	assump;on	on	the	total	width		

• 	Can	measure	only	ra;os	of	coupling	strength	

Best	Fit	values:		 λFV	=	KF/KV	=	1.02+0.15-0.13	
KVV	=	KV*KV/KH	=	1.07+0.14-0.13	

Comp.	with		SM:	41%	

arXiv:1507.04548		
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Probing	rela;on	within	fermionic		
coupling	sector	

• 	Many	extensions	of	SM	predict	different	coupling	strength	for	u	and	d-type	
				fermions	

Around	the	SM–like	Minimum:	
	λdu=Kd/Ku	=	0.90+0.14-0.15		

Around	the	SM–like	Minimum:	
	λlq	=	Kl/Kq	=	1.12+0.22-0.18		

Probe	the	ra;o	between	u	and	d	
	fermion	couplings	modifiers	

Probe	the	ra;o	between	lepton	
and	quarks	couplings	modifiers:	

53%	compa;bility	with		
SM	hypothesis	

~4.5σ	evidence		
Higgs	coupling	
to	d-type	fermions	

51%	compa;bility	with		SM	
hypothesis	

arXiv:	
1507.04548		

λlq	=	0	is	excluded		
at	∼	4.4σ		



Lepton-Flavour-Viola;on	Higgs	
Decays	
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• 	Direct	evidence	for	BSM	physics	via	LFV	like	h->μτhad			

• 		τhad	reconstructed	via	MVA	based	on	BDT	

• 	Dominant	background:	

	-	real	τhad	(Z/γ*,	data-driven);	fake	τhad	(Wjet,	MC)s	

• 	LFV	signal	is	searched	for	by	performing		
	a	fit	to	the	mass	distribu;on	in	data,	mμτ

MMC	

• 	mμτ
MMC:	from	μ,	τhad	and		ETmiss	by	means	of	

		the	Missing	Mass	Calculator		

• 		Main	uncertainty	from	normaliza;on		
	(±10%	uncert.)	and	modelling	of	the	W+jets		

JHEP11(2015)211	

~1.3	σ	excess	

Observed	Upper	limit	at	95%	CL	

	BR(H	→	μτ)		<	1.85%					(expected:	1.24+0.50%-0.35%	)	



Invisible	Higgs	Decays	
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• 		Final	states	with	large	pT		associated	
	with	lept	and	jets	to	study	h	→	invisible			

• 	Assume	SM	for	σhi		and	acceptances	

• 	Set	upper	bound	on	BRinv	from	σ	×	BR	in			

		VBF	h->	jj+	ETmiss			and	ZH->ll	(j	j)+	Etmiss	

BRinv	<	0.25	(0.27)	at	95%	C.L.	 The	(1	−	CL)	versus	BR(h	→	invisible)		
scan	for	the	combined	search	

JHEP11(2015)206	



Probing	BSM	PLR	
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• 	For	each	measurement		
other	coupling-strength			
scale	factors	are	profiled	



Indirect	Searches	for	New	Physics	
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• 	Combina;on	of	many	higgs	boson	produc;on	and	decay	modes:	
	h→γγ,	h→ZZ*→4l,	h→WW*→lνlν,	h→Zγ,	h	→	bb,	h	→	ττ,	h	→μμ)		

• 	Use	signal	strength	(μ)	normalized	to	the	SM	and	mul;plica;ve	coupling	
modifiers	(κ	where	κ=1	is	SM	hypothesis)	

• 	Confidence	intervals	use	the	test	sta;s;c	tα=-2lnΛ(α),		
	which	is	based	on	the	profile	likelihood	ra;o		

• 	No	significant	deviaDon	from	the	SM	in	the	observables	studied	used	to	
constrain	various	models	of	new	phenomena	Mass	dependence	of			

• 	Mass	dependence	of	couplings	consistent	with	the	SM	Higgs	(κf	~mf,	κV	~mV
2)	

• 	Constraints	are	set	on:	Minimal	Composite	Higgs	Models,	models	with	an	
addi;onal	electroweak	singlet,	and	two-Higgs-doublet	models.		

• 	A	lower	limit	at	the	95%	CL	is	set	on	the	mass	of	a	pseudoscalar	Higgs	boson	
in	the	hMSSM	of	370	GeV		



Analysis	Overview	for	Couplings	
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Mass	Measurement	Systema;cs	
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Ra;o	of	the	reconstructed	mμμ				
For	data	to	the	corrected	mass	in			
simula;on	for	J/ψ,	Υ	and	Z	events	

Rela;ve	scale	difference,			
between	the	measured	
and	the	nominal	E-scale	
using	J/ψ	and	Z	events	 		

Rela;ve	scale	difference,		
Δ	Scale,	between	the	measured	
	photon	energy	scale	using		
Z→	ℓℓγ	events	and	the	nominal	



Coupling	Scale	Factor	Modifiers				
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For	processes	where	mul;ple	amplitudes	contribute,	the	rate	may	depend	on	mul;ple	Higgs	
coupling-strength	scale	factors,	and	interference	terms	may	give	rise	to	scalar	product	terms	κiκj		
that	allow	the	rela;ve	sign	of	the	coupling-strength	scale	factors	κi	and	κj	to	be	determined 		



Higgs	Produc;on	Cross	Sec;ons	
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Ra;os	of	produc;on	cross	sec;ons		
and	par;al	decay	widths		
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ATLAS	+	CMS	Signal	Strength	
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ATLAS-CONF-2015-044		

Global	signal	strength	assuming	SM	ra;o	for	all	produc;on	and	decay:		

μ	=	1.09	±	0.07	stat	±0.04	exp	syst.	±0.03	th.	bkg	+0.07-0.06	th.	signal		



ATLAS	+	CMS	Signal	Strength	
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ATLAS-CONF	
-2015-044		



ATLAS	+	CMS:	Coupling	Modifiers		
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ATLAS-CONF-2015-044		

Universal	κF	for	fermions	and	κV	
	for	vector	bosons	
No	invisible	decay	mode	or		
new	par;cles	in	loops		

Interference	effects		
(like	in	H→γγ	decays)		
allow	to	probe	the	rela;ve		
sign	of	κV	and	κF		



Spin	and	Parity	Results	
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• 	The	test	sta;s;c	q	̃	based	on	a	ra;o	of	profiled	likelihoods	
			for	SM	JPSM	=	0+	and	alterna;ve	JPAlt	with	Jpalt	=	(0-,0h+,2m+)	

• 	The	distribu;ons	of	the	test	sta;s;c	for	both	hypotheses	are	obtained	
using	ensemble	tests	of	MC	pseudo-experiments.		

• 	Get	the	corresponding	p-value	out	of	q	̃	and	evaluate	exclusion	
		of	alterna;ve	hypothesis	using	modified	confidence	level	

All	alternaDve	tested	
hypotheses	to	SM		
rejected	at		
>	99.9%	CL		

Eur.Phys.J.	C7	(2015)	476		


